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Leader in Training (L.I.T.)

Leaders in training will have a set schedule each day that will incorporate
leadership workshops, leadership opportunities, receiving mentoring and
the opportunity to shadow different roles at EBC Kids camp during the
week. It is recommended you apply to be a L.I.T. if you are 16 years old this
year. 

Qualifications: Going into Grade 11 this September or older. 
 

Camper Counsellors

Counselors are responsible for the safety and well being of the campers
that they are overseeing for the duration of camp. Counselors will volunteer
in pairs for one of the following age groups: Primaries (ages 7-9) Juniors
(ages 10-11) Junior highs (ages 12-13)

Qualifications: Age: 16+ Need minimum of 3 males & 3 females who are
18+, Has experience and/or enjoys working with children
Positions Available: 6 Females, 6 Males
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Quest Counsellor

The Quest Counselor will be responsible for the safety and well being of the
quest participants. They will be overseeing approximately 8-10 quest
participants during the week. The Quest Counsellor will attend or be
involved in leading leadership workshops and games/activities for the Quest
participants. 

Qualifications: Age 18+, has experience leading youth or enjoys working
with youth in ministry settings. 
Positions available: 1

 

Activity Leader

Responsible for leading campers in a variety of activities (e.g., music,
crafts, games, arts). Will provide leadership and assistance in the daily
camp program. 

Qualifications: Age: 16+, has experience working with children/youth,
enjoys and/or has experience in recreation and the arts. 
Positions Available: 2-4. 
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Athletics Leader

Age: 16+, enjoys sports & games, has experience leading active games
and/or sports and experience working with children/youth

Responsible for planning and leading campers in sports, games and
tournaments in morning and afternoon activity blocks. 

Qualifications:

Positions available: 2. 
 

Head Maintenance

Head Maintenance will be responsible for working with the Kitchen Director
and Camp Property Manager to ensure that the camp environment is safe,
clean and organized. Head Maintenance will oversee a group of
approximately 10 to 12 volunteers (from the Quest program) to ensure
kitchen and maintenance tasks are being completed throughout the camp. 

Qualifications: 
-Age: 18+, enjoys or has had experience in a kitchen environment, working
outdoors, cleaning and organizing, comfortable with leading others and
assign tasks as needed, has experience working with children/youth
Positions available: 1. 
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Cook

New for 2022, we are looking for volunteers who are interested in
volunteering in the kitchen! Cooks work directly with our Head Cook, Dina.
In this position, you would be expected to help cook all the meals and assist
with any other food related duties while at camp and help contribute to a
clean kitchen environment that follows health and safety regulations. 

Qualifications: Age: 18+, enjoy cooking and working in the kitchen,
have some practical cooking skills 

 

Waterfront Director 

Responsible for organizing waterfront supplies, enforcing water safety
regulations, ensuring the safety and well being of campers/staff at the
waterfront and will lead the lifeguard team. 

Qualifications:
Age: 18+, National Lifeguard Certificate, Standard First Aid
Positions available: 1. 

 

Lifeguard

Responsible for assisting the waterfront director in organizing waterfront
supplies, enforcing water safety regulations and ensuring the safety and
well being of the campers/staff at the waterfront.

Qualifications:
-Age: 16+, Bronze Cross or National Lifeguard Certificate, Standard First
Aid
Positions available: 2


